DACA TIMELINE

June 15, 2012
President Obama announces Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals Program

SEPTEMBER 5, 2017
DACA RESCINDED
President Trump rescinds DACA program. No initial DACA request filed after this date are accepted.

AUGUST 15, 2012
DACA STARTS
USCIS begins accepting applications for DACA.

OCTOBER 5, 2017
DACA APPLICATION DEADLINE
Deadline to file DACA renewals for those whose DACA expires before March 5, 2018

JANUARY 9, 2018
SF DACA INJUNCTION
San Francisco federal judge orders USCIS to Accept DACA renewals nationwide; does not restart initial DACAs or Advance Parole.

JANUARY 13, 2018
USCIS BEGINS ACCEPTING ALL DACA RENEWALS AGAIN

FEBRUARY 13, 2018
NY DACA INJUNCTION
New York federal judge orders USCIS to Accept DACA renewals nationwide; does not restart initial DACAs or Advance Parole.

FEBRUARY 26, 2018
USCSC DECLINES TO HEAR DACA CASE
U.S. Supreme Court declines to hear case restarting DACA before the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals.

APRIL 24, 2018
DC DACA RULING
DC Federal judge rules that the Trump administration must accept initial DACA applications again but does not require they be accepted until after 90 days to allow DHS to explain why the DACA program was canceled.

AUGUST 17, 2018
DACA RESTART Halted
DC Federal judge stayed the part of his decision that required the DACA program be fully restarted. Did not require the government to accept initial DACA applications or DACA advance parole request.

AUGUST 31, 2018
TX DACA RULING
TX Federal judge who ruled againsts DAPA and DACA Plus declines to issue an injunction ending DACA.
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